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INTRODUCTION TO 
ANTIKBAR

• Founded by Kirill Kalinin, a poster collector for over 20 
years and a former investment and corporate finance 
executive

• AntikBar specialises in original vintage posters covering 
a variety of subjects from around the world

• Started in 2010 online, opened a gallery in 2016
• Provides professional poster restoration and collection 

advice services
• Auctioneer since 2015 with a focus on original vintage 

posters and graphic design
• Member of The Association of Art & Antiques Dealers 

(LAPADA) and the International Vintage Poster Dealers’
Association (IVPDA)
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WHAT ARE VINTAGE POSTERS

• Early form of mass communication

• Art designed with a purpose

• Created to attract attention and engage 
with people at the time they were issued

• Capture the essence of a particular era

• Important pieces of social history
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BRIEF HISTORY

• First known poster dates to 15th century

• Reinvented in 1880s in France by Jules 
Cheret who simplified colour printing

• The most effective way to reach mass 
audience until TV and web took over

• On the brink of extinction from other 
forms of communication media
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PRINTING TECHNIQUES

• Lithography – small to medium print runs – artist 
design transferred onto stone resulting in bold and 
bright colours

• Offset – mass-production printing in which the 
images on metal plates are transferred (offset) to 
rubber blankets or rollers then to the print media, 
colours are prone to fading

• Silkscreen – small quantity print runs – design is 
painted on a screen or affixed by stencil and the 
colour is forced through the pores of the material, 
solid areas of colour result in bright images
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WHY COLLECT POSTERS
• Great artworks, some designed by famous 

artists

• You get to enjoy them everyday on your walls

• Variety of ways to collect
– By subject

– By style

– By artist 

– By country of origin

• Wide price range to suit any budget

• Recognised as a sound investment with 
potential for significant value appreciation
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WHY INVEST IN POSTERS
• Tangible asset that you can enjoy every day

• Easy to display, transport and store

• Growing demand with a finite amount of assets to 
invest, increasing scarcity leads to upward trend in 
prices

• Global investment that can be bought and sold 
anywhere in the world

• Asset diversification opportunity with low level entry 
point

• Popularity of vintage with growing feeling of nostalgia 
and ageing Baby Boomer generation has positive impact 
on the market

• Personal control of your investment
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POSTER PRICE TRENDS
Given the unique nature and a variety of factors influencing poster prices, comparable 
data is hard to obtain. The average annual growth of poster prices at the Christie’s Ski 
Sale from 2005 to 2016 in pounds sterling was 22.5% per annum

Average Poster Price at Christie's Ski Sale, GBP
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HOW TO START COLLECTING

• Look through auction catalogues or 
dealer websites, which usually have a 
variety of subjects and styles

• Pick out a subject or design style that 
appeals to you

• Work out your budget

• Talk to a reputable dealer for advice
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MAIN POSTER SUBJECTS
Each of the main poster subjects can be further arranged into focused collecting areas
• Advertising posters 

– By topic (fashion, cars, food, drink)
– By brand (Coca Cola, Guinness, Porsche)
– By country of origin

• Travel posters
– By destination (country, city or continent)
– By mode of transport (ship, plane, train)
– By company (London Underground, Air France)

• Propaganda posters
– By subject (war, traffic safety, health)
– By country (Russia, China, UK)
– By ideology (Communism, Imperialism, Nazism)

• Sport posters
– By sport (skiing, tennis, cycling, golf)
– By specific event (Olympics, Tour de France, Formula 1)
– By achievement (speed records, medals attained)

• Cinema posters
– By movie star (Audrey Hepburn, Marilyn Monroe, Steve Mc Queen)
– By director (Hitchcock, Spielberg, Eisenstein)
– By genre (horror, sci-fi, western)
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ADVERTISING POSTERS 
BY TOPIC BY COUNTRYBY BRAND
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TRAVEL POSTERS
BY DESTINATION BY COMPANYBY TRANSPORT
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PROPAGANDA POSTERS
BY SUBJECT BY IDEOLOGYBY COUNTRY
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SPORT POSTERS
BY SPORT BY ACHIEVEMENTBY EVENT
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CINEMA POSTERS
BY STAR BY GENREBY DIRECTOR
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MAIN POSTER DESIGN STYLES

• Belle Epoque

• Art Nouveau

• Art Deco

• Constructivism

• Mid-century modern 
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BELLE EPOQUE
Belle Epoque - French for "Beautiful Era" was an art period from the end of the 
Franco-Prussian War in 1871 to the outbreak of World War I, around 1914. Poster 
designs from the era are bright, vibrant and flowery
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ART NOUVEAU
Art Nouveau - art style popular during 1890–1910. It was inspired by natural 
forms and structures, not only in flowers and plants, but also in curved lines. 
Poster designs were full of flowing curves and elegant elf-like people
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ART DECO
Art Deco - visual arts design style that originated in France and popular 
worldwide from 1920-1940s. It is an eclectic style that combines traditional craft 
motifs with Machine Age imagery and materials. Poster designs are elegant and 
luxurious with rich colours and bold geometric shapes
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CONSTRUCTIVISM
Constructivism originated in Russia in 1913, an art movement that rejected the 
idea of autonomous art. The movement was in favour of art as a practice for social 
purposes. Poster designs are bold, geometric and composed with unusual angles
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MID-CENTURY MODERN 
Mid-century modern is an architectural, interiors, product and graphic design 
style that generally describes mid-20th century modern design, architecture and 
urban development from roughly 1933 to 1965.  Poster designs are bold, bright 
and geometric
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MAIN POSTER ARTISTS

• Jules Cheret

• Alfonse Mucha

• Leonetto Cappiello

• A M Cassandre

• Edward McKnight Kauffer

• Stenberg Brothers

• Bernard Villemot
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JULES CHERET
Jules Chéret (31 May 1836 – 23 September 1932) was a French painter and 
lithographer who became a master of Belle Époque poster art. He has been called 
the “father of the modern poster”
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ALFONSE MUCHA
Alphonse Mucha (aka Alfons Maria Mucha, 24 July 1860 – 14 July 1939), was a 
Czech Art Nouveau painter and decorative artist, known best for his distinct 
style. He produced many paintings, illustrations and posters
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LEONETTO CAPPIELLO
Leonetto Cappiello (9 April 1875 – 2 February 1942) was an Italian and French 
poster art designer who lived in Paris. He is now often called the “father of 
modern advertising” because of his innovation in poster design
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A M CASSANDRE
Cassandre, pseudonym of Adolphe Jean-Marie Mouron (24 January 1901 – 17 
June 1968) was a Ukrainian-French painter, commercial poster artist and typeface 
designer. He is one of the great poster designers of the 20th century
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EDWARD MCKNIGHT KAUFFER
Edward McKnight Kauffer (14 December 1890 – 22 October 1954) was an 
American-born artist noted for his avant garde graphic design and poster art, 
especially in Britain
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STENBERG BROTHERS
Vladimir (1899-1982) and Georgii (1900-1933) Stenberg rank amongst the most 
notable Soviet Constructivist artists and graphic designers of the early 20th 
century
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BERNARD VILLEMOT 
Bernard Villemot (1911– 1989) was a French graphic artist known for sharp artistic 
vision and ability to distill an advertising message to a memorable image with 
simple, elegant lines and bold colours


